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ABSTRACT: β-Ga2O3, with a bandgap of ∼4.6−4.9 eV and readily
available bulk substrates, has attracted tremendous interest in the wide
bandgap semiconductor community. Producing high aspect ratio β-
Ga2O3 3D nanostructures without surface damage is crucial for next-
generation power electronics. However, most wet etching methods can
only achieve very limited aspect ratios, while dry etch usually damages
the surface due to high energy ions. In this work, we demonstrate the
formation of β-Ga2O3 fin arrays on a (010) β-Ga2O3 substrate by metal-
assisted chemical etching (MacEtch) with high aspect ratio and sidewall
surfaces with excellent quality. The etching was found to be strongly
crystal orientation dependent, and three kinds of vertical structures
were formed after MacEtch. The Schottky barrier height (SBH)
between Pt and various MacEtch-produced β-Ga2O3 surfaces and
sidewalls was found to decrease as the aspect ratio of the β-Ga2O3 vertical structure increased. This could be attributed to
the different amount of oxygen lost at the surface after etching, as indicated by the XPS and TEM examination. Very little
hysteresis was observed in the capacitance−voltage characteristics for the 3D Pt/Al2O3/β-Ga2O3 MOS capacitor
structures, and the extracted interface trap density was as small as 2.73 × 1011 cm−2 eV−1, comparable to or lower than
that for unetched planar β-Ga2O3 surfaces.
KEYWORDS: β-Ga2O3, metal-assisted chemical etching, high aspect ratio, XPS, Schottky barrier height, Dit

β-Gallium oxide (β-Ga2O3) is considered a promising material
for high-power applications due to its ultrawide band gap of
4.6−4.9 eV,1,2 high theoretical breakdown electric field of 8
MV/cm, and reasonable 150 cm2/V-s electron mobility.3

These properties lead to a 1721 Baliga’s figure of merit for the
powering switch and outperforms the value of SiC and
GaN.4−6 Moreover, β-Ga2O3 is a wide bandgap semiconduct-
ing material with the availability of single crystalline bulk
substrate and controllable n-type doping concentration over
the full range of <1014 and up to >1020 cm−3.7,8 Over the past
five years, many high-power β-Ga2O3 applications, such as
Schottky diodes,9,10 MESFETs,11 MOSFETs,12−15 vertical
transistors,16−18 and FinFETs,19 have been successfully

demonstrated. However, the β-Ga2O3 transistors published
so far still suffer from low current density compared to GaN
devices. To further enhance the on-current and gate control,
the development of techniques for fabricating β-Ga2O3 vertical
structures with high aspect ratios (ARs) and smooth surfaces is
essential. 3D β-Ga2O3 nanostructures will also be useful for
solar-blind photodetectors and sensing applications.20,21

Although inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching
(ICP-RIE) of β-Ga2O3 has been recently studied with surface
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roughness and etch rate characterization,22 the etching quality
is still limited compared to the GaN etching technologies23,24

and the highest AR reported so far is only around 2.42.16 In
addition, the surface suffers from high energy ion induced
damage, especially at increased etch rate.19,25 On the other
hand, although using the wet etching process might be able to
avoid the high-energy ion induced damage caused by dry
etching, a high etching temperature (∼150 °C) was typically
required,26−28 and the AR achieved was mostly below 1,27

which is much lower than that of wet etching of GaN.29−31

Thus, etching techniques that can produce high AR and
damage-free surface are urgently needed for this wide bandgap
material.
In this work, we demonstrate β-Ga2O3 fin arrays produced

by metal-assisted chemical etching (MacEtch) with high AR
and low interface trap density. The etching behavior as a

function of the catalytic metal mask placement with respect to
the β-Ga2O3 crystal orientation is also systematically
investigated. In addition, Schottky barrier height (SBH),
surface chemical composition, crystal structure, and surface
quality of different MacEtch-formed β-Ga2O3 vertical
structures are characterized and analyzed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
MacEtch with Pt Mesh Pattern. Unintentionally doped

(UID) (010) β-Ga2O3 substrates were first etched with a mesh
platinum (Pt) catalyst pattern (Figure S1a). The region
covered by Pt catalyst mesh (smooth region, as labeled) was
not etched except for some undercut at the edges, while the
areas not covered by Pt (Pt mesh holes) showed a clear loss of
material, demonstrating the inverse MacEtch (i-MacEtch)
nature32,33 under this etching condition (Figure S1b,c). A

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illiustration of the positions (fin #1 - 18) of the patterned rectagular Pt catalyst strips (representated by arrowed
lines originating from the origin), which rotate every 5° from #1 to #18, relative to crystal orientation [102] on a (010) β-Ga2O3 substrate. Pt
catalyst fin #1 - 7 (green colored), #8 - 16 (orange colored), and #17 - 18 (blue colored) produced three distinct vertical β-Ga2O3 structures
with sawtooth, trapezoid-like, and blade shaped cross-sectional profiles, respectively. . The red arrow indicates the orientation of the β-
Ga2O3 nanogrooves . (b−g): 45°-tilted (b, d, f) and cross-sectional (c, e, g) SEMmicrographs of β-Ga2O3 vertical fin array structures produced
by 120 h MacEtch, with (b, c) pyramid (b, c), trapezoid-like (d, e), and blade (f, g) shaped cross-sectional profiles, The Pt catalyst strips
were removed before SEM. In the cross-section images (c, e, g), the dark regions are the β-Ga2O3 vertical structures and the bright regions
covering the structures are Pt protection layers deposited during the FIB process. (h) Plots of β-Ga2O3 fin height (red square symbol), top
width (blue dot symbol), pitch (black triangle symbol), and (i) angles between upper and lower sidewalls (angle 1) and between the top
plane and upper sidewall (angle 2) of β-Ga2O3 vertical structures as a function of the Pt catalyst position (Fin number shown in(a)). Green
and gray dashed lines in (h) indicate the width or spacing (3 μm each) and the sum of spacing and width (i.e., pitch, 6 μm) of the
patterned Pt catalyst strips used in the MacEtch process, respectively.
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control experiment without the presence of the Pt pattern was
conducted , and no etching was observed under the same
etching condition (Figure S1d), confirming the metal-assisted
mechanism in this etching process. In contrast to i-MacEtch of
InP and Ge, where smooth sidewalls were formed,33,34

curvilinear nanoscale grooves were observed for β-Ga2O3 i-
MacEtch.35 These nanogrooves, ∼100 nm tall and spaced by
180 nm, were distributed in all open (not covered by Pt)
regions and mostly aligned in the [001] orientation.35 The
nanogrooved structure has been characterized by atomic force
microscopy and used as surface texture to enhance the
photoresponsivity of β-Ga2O3 photodiode.35 Aligned nano-
grooves have also been reported in RIE dry etching of β-
Ga2O3.

22 Furthermore, pits with similar shape and orientation
have been observed in as-grown (010) β-Ga2O3 single
crystals.34

MacEtch with Pt Fin Pattern: Orientation Depend-
ence. To study the crystal orientation dependence of i-
MacEtch of this material system, systematic etching experi-
ments were carried out on β-Ga2O3 using arrays of
rectangular fin-shaped patterns of Pt catalyst arranged in a
fanlike pattern in 5° increment rotation angle away from the
[102] direction (#1−18, as illustrated in Figure 1a). A strong
dependence of etching behavior on the Pt catalyst pattern
orientation is found. The 3D vertical structures produced can
be classified into three major categories based on their cross-
sectional geometrical profiles: pyramid, trapezoid-like, and
blade structures, which correspond to Pt catalyst strip

orientations of #1−7, #8−16, and #17−18, respectively, as
labeled in Figure 1a.
Parts b−g of Figure 1 show the tilted view and FIB cross-

sectional view SEM images of the three distinct sets of
resultant structures. For etching using Pt catalyst fin
orientation of 5 to 35° away from [102], i.e., fins #1−7 in
Figure 1a, an array of pyramid-like vertical β-Ga2O3 structures,
with the top clearly pinched off, was formed after MacEtch
(Figure 1b,c). The sidewalls of the pyramid structure appear to
be curved with no uniquely identifiable single crystal planes but
clear roughness featuring aligned nanogrooves, similar to those
previously reported.35 In contrast, for etching using Pt catalyst
fin orientation of 40−80° from [102] (i.e., fins #8−16 in Figure
1a), as shown in Figure 1d, e, a trapezoid-like shaped β-Ga2O3
etching profile with well-defined top surface and sidewall facets
was produced. Note that the 20 nm thick Pt catalyst strips
remain on top of these vertical structures after MacEtch as a
result of i-MacEtch. Moreover, unlike the pyramid structure
which was covered with nanogrooves on the surface, a
smoother and steeper sidewall was achieved in the trapezoid-
like structure. Finally, with the orientation of 85 to 90° away
from [102] (fins #17−18 in Figure 1a), an ultrahigh AR and
blade shaped structure was produced after Macetch, as shown
in Figure 1f,g. It can be seen that there is only one plane on the
sidewalls of this blade structure, instead of two etching planes
observed in the trapezoid-like structure. From the tilted SEM
image, some shallow grooves can be observed on the sidewalls.
With the metal catalyst pattern in the fin #18 direction, the

Figure 2. (a) Schematic diagram of Pt/β-Ga2O3 Schottky diodes with MacEtch-formed β-Ga2O3 vertical structures. (b) ln(I/T
2) vs q/kT plot

of Pt/β-Ga2O3 Schottky diodes with planar (unetched) and nanogrooves structures. (c) ln(I/T2) vs q/kT plot of Pt/β-Ga2O3 Schottky diodes
with pyramid, trapezoid-like, and blade shaped structures. The ideality factor of the Schottky diodes with planar, grooves, pyramid,
trapezoid-like, and blade structures was extracted to be 1.17, 1.09, 1.18, 1.1 and 1.06, respectively. (d) The extracted Schottky barrier height
with planar, grooves, pyramid, trapezoid-like, and blade structures.
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average height of the structure is around 7.55 μm but with only
a 151 nm top width, which is the highest fin height among all
published β-Ga2O3 vertical structures. Note that a similar
crystallographic dependence of etching profile was observed in
the wet etching of β-Ga2O3 and the photoelectrochemical
etching of TiO2.

36 To the best of our knowledge, this is the
only demonstration of β-Ga2O3 fin array with below 200 nm
fin top width, over 7 μm fin height, and smooth sidewalls by
any etching techniques.
The top width, pitch, and height of the MacEtch-formed β-

Ga2O3 structures in each fin orientation are plotted in Figure
1h. The pitch of all the structures are around 6 μm, which
matches the sum of Pt bar width and the spacing between
them (gray dash line in Figure 1h). The height of pyramid
structures with orientation close to the [102] direction is about
2.5 μm and increases with transit to the trapezoid-like
structure. For trapezoid-like and blade shaped structures,
the heights are close to 7 μm with around 1 μm variation,
showing a roughly 58 nm/h vertical etching rate under this
etching condition. The top is pinched off in the pyramid
structures, giving a zero top width. As the angle between fin
orientation and [102] direction increases, the top width also
increases and reaches a maximum value of 2.29 μm at Fin #11.
The top width subsequently decreases as the fin orientation
rotates away from [102] and reaches a minimum value of 151
nm at Fin #18 in the blade structure, producing the highest AR
among all MacEtch-formed β-Ga2O3 vertical structures. Note
that the Pt catalyst pattern used to generate this structure is 3
μm wide and limits the spacing between fins. Hence, further
explorationof theetching process window to reduce the
undercut is still required in order to produce a denser array
of β-Ga2O3 fins.
Figure 1i shows the top angle and the angle between two

etching planes on the sidewalls of trapezoid-like and the blade
shaped structures. The average top angle in the fin orientation
#9−16 remains at around 110°, generating a trapezoid-like

shape in these orientations. However, the top angle decreases
in Fins #17−18 as the angle between fin orientation and [102]
direction increases and drops to around 90° in Fin #18,
producing a more vertical sidewall compared to the trapezoid-
like structure. As for the angle between the two etching planes
on the sidewall, it slowly increases as the fin orientation rotates
away from [102] and reaches a maximum value of 180° in Fin
#18, where the two sidewall etching planes merge into one
plane.
The strong crystallographic dependence of etching can be

attributed to the number of oxygen dangling bonds on
different crystal planes. It has been reported that [2̅ 01] β-
Ga2O3 substrates have a higher etching rate than [010]
substrates with KOH-based wet etching due to more oxygen
dangling bonds on the [2̅ 01] plane.28 With the asymmetric
monoclinic crystal structures of β-Ga2O3, the number of
oxygen dangling bonds on each plane varies,28,36 resulting in
some planes being more chemically stable than others.
Consequently, the etching profile produced by MacEtch
would be highly dependent on how the Pt catalyst pattern is
spatially laid out on the surface relative to the crystal
orientation.

Schottky Barrier Characterization of the MacEtched
β-Ga2O3 surface. To characterize the surface property of
vertical β-Ga2O3 structures formed by MacEtch, a 30 nm thick
Pt film was deposited conformally on these 3D structures
usingan e-beam evaporator (Figure S2), forming a Schottky
contact at the interface between Pt and β-Ga2O3 (Figure 2a),
while the Ohmic contact was formed on the side of the fin
array using Ti/Au (25 nm/15 nm). Current−voltage
characteristics under different temperatures (323−423 K in
increment of 10k) was measured for the samples with pyramid,
trapezoid-like, and blade-shaped β-Ga2O3 structures, as well as
the unetched planar (010) substrate and that covered with
uniform shallow nanogrooves (Figure S2). All samples
demonstrated Schottky-like current−voltage characteristics

Figure 3. (a) STEM-HAADF image of surface structure of β-Ga2O3. The zone axis is [102]. (b) Corresponding STEM-ABF image. (c, d)
Enlarged HAADF and ABF images, respectively, overlapping with projected crystal structure model along [102]. (e) Projected structure
model along [102] and [010].
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and ideality factors between 1.06 to 1.18 (Figure S3). Using
the thermionic emission model,37 the current−voltage
behavior for Schottky contact above room temperature can
be described as

= * −− ΦI AA T ee ( 1)q nkT qV nkT2 / /B (1)

where q is the electron charge, A is the area of Schottky
contact, A* is the Richardson constant, and ΦB is the SBH, n is
the ideality factor, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the
temperature. Dividing the current I by T2, eq 1 can be written
as

= * − Φ −i
k
jjj

y
{
zzz

I
T

AA q n kTln ln( ) ( V/ )/2 B (2)

Therefore, the SBH can be extracted from the slope of the
ln(I/T2) vs q/kT plot. Parts b and c of Figure 2 show the
comparison of ln(I/T2) vs q/kT at 0.4 V for the samples with
planar, nanogrooved surfaces, and all three 3D structures
formed by MacEtch. All the curves in Figure 2b,c demonstrate
excellent linearity with coefficient of determination (R2) over
0.995, giving a highly accurate extraction of SBHs. The
extracted SBHs between Pt and β-Ga2O3 with different
structures are shown in Figure 2d. Note that the extracted
value of the SBH between Pt and (010) planar surface matches
well with other published values in the literature.38 For all the
interfaces between Pt and the MacEtched surface formed, the
SBHs were less than 1.49 eV of planar (010) surface by at least
0.13 eV. As the AR of the β-Ga2O3 structures increases, the
SBH decreases, reaching as low as 1.13 eV with the blade
shaped structure.
TEM and XPS Characterization of the MacEtched β-

Ga2O3 Surface. To understand the origin of the reduction of
SBHs after etching, the MacEtch-formed β-Ga2O3 surface was
examined by the STEM. Note the samples were transferred to
TEM via air; thus the surface might be passivated. Parts a and
b of Figure 3 show the HAADF and ABF images, respectively,
of MacEtch β-Ga2O3 shown in Figure 1f,g, along the [102]
direction. It can be seen that the sidewall of the etched
structure is composed of steps of { 2̅ 01} planes. Parts c and d
of Figure 3 are the HAADF and ABF images recorded at high
magnification from a region near the surface, providing
detailed atomistic structure information. In Figure 3c, “bright”
contrast corresponds to Ga atom columns. In Figure 3d, “dark”
contrast corresponds to Ga and O atoms columns. By
combining parts c and d of Figure 3, both Ga and O are

clearly resolved. The structure of β-Ga2O3 belongs to the space
group of C2/m. Its crystal structure contains the GaO6
octahedron and the GaO4 tetrahedron. The structure as
projected along [102] is shown at the top of Figure 3e. The Ga
atomic positions in a unit cell are marked by lines 1−4 from
right to left and named Ga1−Ga4. The projected atomic
structure models without and with oxygen atoms are
superimposed on the atomic resolution images of parts c and
d, respectively, of Figure 3. The comparison clearly shows that
the surface is not terminated with the bulk unit cell structure.
On the contrary, it terminates with a Ga−O layer, while the Ga
atoms are clearly resolved, the surface O layer is diffuse and not
individually resolved, as seen in Figure 3d. The projection
distance between the surface Ga layer and sublayer Ga4
coincides with the distance from Ga1 to Ga3, that is, the
surface Ga sites coincides with the Ga3 sites. Ga3 is
tetrahedrally coordinated as seen in Figure 3e. Although the
Ga3 seems to be separate from Ga1 in HAADF and ABF
images, it actually connects with Ga1, as shown in Figure 3e,
along [010] zone axis, which is a 90° rotation along [2̅01]. The
projection distance between surface O and surface Ga3 is
different from those of inside (Figure S4), suggesting a
different structure, which we could call as reconstruction. The
presence of the surface O layer indicates a passivated surface,
with neighboring GaO4 tetrahedra sharing O atoms, leading to
an O deficiency and reducing the dangling bonds at the
surface. This finding further supports the previous hypothesis
of the crystal orientation dependent etching since the higher
etching rate might be attributed to more dangling bonds on the
surface plane.28,39 The reduction of dangling bonds due to
surface reconstruction would result in a more chemically stable
plane, which matches with the previous etching results.
In addition to the TEM characterization, the surface

chemical composition of unetched (010) planar β-Ga2O3 and
vertical structures produced by MacEtch was inspected with
XPS. Figure 4a shows the XPS survey scan of β-Ga2O3 with
planar, nanogrooves, pyramid, trapezoid-like, and blade
structure. No peak position change was found after MacEtch
or among different etch formed structures, while a clearinten-
sity reductionof O 1s peak was observed after MacEtch in all
three structures. The composition ratio between O and Ga
atoms was calculated with O 1s and Ga 3d peak signal and
plotted in Figure 4b. Note that the O/Ga ratio of unetched
planar β-Ga2O3 is around 1.47, which is close to the
stoichiometric value of 1.5. The composition O/Ga ratio of

Figure 4. XPS characterization of surface with planar (unetched) and MacEtch-formed structures. (a) XPS survey scan. (b) O/Ga ratio of
different β-Ga2O3 structures extracted through the O 1s and Ga 3d peak intensity.
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etched β-Ga2O3 shows a decrease from 1.5 to 1.26, 1.15, and
1.08 with grooves, pyramid, and blade structures, respectively,
demonstrating the same trend as the reduction of SBHs with
different structures (Figure 2d) and is consistent with the
surface O contraction previously observed in the TEM images.
Moreover, the reduced band gap energy of oxygen deficient β-
Ga2Ox layer due to increasing electron affinity has been
reported,40 which could be the reason for the decreased SBH
between Pt and etched β-Ga2O3 surface (Figure 2d).
CV Characterization of MOSCAP Interfaces. To further

investigate the interface quality of the MacEtch produced 3D
structures, a 20 nm Al2O3 layer and Ti/Au metal electrode
were deposited on these etch-formed vertical structures by
atomic layer deposition (ALD) and e-beam evaporation,
respectively, forming a MOS capacitor (MOSCAP), as

illustrated in Figure 5a. The frequency-dependent C−V
hysteresis curves of planar and different MacEtch-formed β-
Ga2O3 structures are shown in Figure 5b−e. The biasing starts
from negative voltage (depletion) to positive voltage
(accumulation), then sweep back to depletion. Due to the
trapping and detrapping of the traps through the dual sweeps, a
flat-band voltage (VFB) shift is generated. The flat-band
capacitance hysteresis of planar, pyramid, trapezoid-like, and
blade structures are 0.434, 0.09, 0.077, and 0.098 V,
respectively, and has been previously attributed to the interface
traps and border traps in accumulation.19,41,42 Through the VFB

shift in the C−V curve, the detectable interface and border trap
quantity (Qt) can be estimated by the following equation

= × ΔQ C V q/t ox (3)

Figure 5. (a) Schematic diagram of Au/Ti/Al2O3/β-Ga2O3 MOSCAP with MacEtch-formed β-Ga2O3 vertical structures. The Ti/Au electrode
on the side is used for Ohmic contact with the substrate. Frequency-dependent C−V measurements of Au/Ti/Al2O3/β-Ga2O3 MOSCAPs
with (b) unetched planar, (c) pyramid, (d) trapezoid-like, and (e) blade structures formed by 120 h MacEtch. (e) Extracted interface and
border trap quantity of β-Ga2O3 MOSCAPs with (b-e) structures.
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where Cox is the oxide capacitance and ΔV is the flat-band
voltage difference. As shown in Figure 5f, all Qt decreased after
the MacEtch process and reached a lowest value of 1.93 × 1011

cm−2 with the trapezoid-like structure. Note that here the
theoretical Cox value (0.4 μF/cm

2) was used by using 9.1 as the
dielectric constant and 20 nm as the nominal thickness of
Al2O3 for calculation. The actual Cox are typically lower than
the theoretical value, thus, this would lead to an overestimated
Qt when applying eq 3. Even with this overestimation, the
MacEtch-formed structures still demonstrate comparable Qt
values ((1.9−2.5) × 1011 cm−2) to other published unetched
result (3.2 × 1011 cm−2),43 showing that the etched β-Ga2O3
surfaces with good quality are formed after the MacEtch
process. Moreover, no obvious frequency dispersion or stretch
out can be observed in the C−V curves of all the MacEtch-
formed β-Ga2O3 structures, further confirming the good
interface quality. However, Qt only shows the amount of trap
states close to the band edge and with the wide bandgap
property of this material, the MOS interface trap density (Dit)
over the entire bandgap would be more accurate to reflect the
surface quality of the MacEtched structures. Due to the large
band gap of β-Ga2O3, photoassisted C−V method is
considered as a more reliable approach to extract the average
Dit compared to Hi/Lo or Terman methods.43 This method is
based on obtaining the VFB shift in C−V curves of interface
traps filled with electrons and holes to extract the Dit.

41,43The
average Dit can be expressed as the following equation

=
·Δ

·
D

C V
q Eit

OX

g (4)

where Cox is the oxide capacitance, ΔV is the VFB shift, and Eg
is the bandgap of β-Ga2O3. The VFB is determined through
extrapolating Cox

2/C2 − 1 vs gate voltage at Cox
2/C2 − 1 = 0

(Figure 6a). Figure 6b shows the extracted Dit with planar and
all the MacEtch-formed structures and demonstrates a similar
result as the Qt with different structures (Figure 5f). All of the
structures after MacEtch exhibit a lower Dit than the unetched
planar sample. This reduction in Dit can be attributed to the
contraction of dangling bonds due to surface reconstruction
after MacEtch process. The achieved minimum Dit is 2.73 ×
1011 cm−2 eV−1 with the blade structure. Note that the

theoretical Cox (0.4 μF/cm2) is still used in eq 4, which leads
to an overestimation of the extracted Dit. Still, the MacEtch-
formed interfaces exhibit comparable Dit values ((2.73−3.74)
× 1011 cm−2 eV−1) to other published result (2.3 × 1011 cm−2

eV−1),43 confirming that the MacEtch process is capable of
fabricating β-Ga2O3 nanostructures with both ultrahigh AR
and low interface-trap surface for device applications.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have demonstrated β-Ga2O3 fin arrays
produced by MacEtch with high aspect ratio and excellent
surface quality. The etching isfound to be strongly crystal
orientation dependent under the slow etch condition used
here. Three kinds of 3D vertical structures, with pyramid,
trapezoid-like, and blade shaped cross-sectional profiles, are
produced. The SBHs between Pt and the 3D β-
Ga2O3 surfaces decrease as the AR of the β-Ga2O3 vertical
structure increases, consistent with the loss of oxygen (XPS)
and the surface reconstruction (TEM). The CV measurements
on all the 3D Al2O3/β-Ga2O3 MOSCAP structures only show a
small amount of hysteresis and the minimum extracted
interface trap density is only 2.73 × 1011 cm−2 eV−1, which
is comparable to or even better than other published results
using planar β-Ga2O3 surface and our own unetched control
samples. This proves the capability of MacEtch process
for fabricating β-Ga2O3 nanostructures with both ultrahigh
AR and excellent interface quality suitable for device
applications. Although there is much more to be developed
in MacEtch of β-Ga2O3, including enhancing the etch rate, we
believe this work represents a significant step in achieving β-
Ga2O3 3D transistors and photodetectors as well as other 3D
structure-based devices beyond the current wide bandgap
semiconductor materials for power electronics and optoelec-
tronics applications.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Unintentionally doped (UID) (010) β-Ga2O3 substrates with doping
levels of (0.8−8.0) × 1017 cm−3 were used for all etching experiments.
The substrate was diced into 5 × 5 mm2 squares. Prior to metal
patterning, all β-Ga2O3 samples were thoroughly cleaned with
acetone, IPA, and DI water. Then, the samples were patterned by
nanosphere lithography with 500 nm diameter spheres or standard

Figure 6. (a) Cox
2/C2 − 1 vs gate voltage plot and (b) extracted interface trap density of Au/Ti/Al2O3/β-Ga2O3 MOSCAPs with planar,

pyramid, trapezoid-like, and blade structures formed by 120 h MacEtch. The measured capacitance before and after 10 min UV illumination
are labeled as solid and dashed lines in (a), respectively; and the upward shift of the curves after UV illumination is because the interface
traps become donor-dominated instead of the previous acceptor-dominated condition. Note that the flat band voltage value is extracted
through extrapolating Cox

2/C2 − 1 vs gate voltage at Cox
2/C2 − 1 = 0; and the slope of the planar structure is slightly lower than other

structures, due to the carrier concentration difference between UID β-Ga2O3 samples.
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photolithography, followed by e-beam evaporation of a 20 nm thick
Pt film. The formed Pt pattern was either mesh with 500 nm diameter
circular spacing (as illustrated in Figure S2) or an array of 500 μm
long bars with 3 μm width and 3 μm spacing.
The β-Ga2O3 samples with the Pt pattern were immersed in a

mixture of hydrofluoric acid (HF, 49%) and potassium persulfate
(K2S2O8) with a molar concentration of 0.28 M and 0.18 mM,
respectively, under the illumination of a 254 nm ultra violet (UV)
lamp at room temperature. The distance between the UV source and
β-Ga2O3 sample was ∼6 cm and the etching solution was refreshed
every 24 h. The etching profile was characterized with scanning
electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S-4700) in both top and tilted
view. Cross-sectional view of the etched structures was inspected with
dual-beam focus ion beam (FIB)/SEM system (Thermo Scios2).
Surface stoichiometry and chemical composition of planar and etched
β-Ga2O3 were examined with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS,
Kratos Axis ULTRA). Scanning transmission electron microscope
(STEM) images were acquired using a Themis Z analytical (S)TEM
(Thermo Fisher) operating at 300 kV and with a probe aberration
corrector and the HAADF detector, as well as the segmented
detectors (DF4 and DF2). At the imaging camera length, the HAADF
collection angle range was 50−200 mrad, while the range for ABF was
10−20 mrad. By combining HAADF and ABF, the Ga and O atomic
columns were resolved and identified at the same time. For the β-
Ga2O3 MOSCAP fabrication, a piranha pretreatment was conducted
prior to the 20 nm Al2O3 deposition with ALD (Cambridge
NanoTech) at 250 °C. Then, a post deposition annealing at 480
°C with N2 ambient for 1 min was performed, followed by a 25 nm Ti
and 15 nm Au electrode deposition with e-beam evaporator.
For the hysteresis and frequency dispersion CV measurement, the

DC sweep rate was 1 s per 0.1 V step, and the hysteresis and Qt
wereextracted fromthe 1 MHz results. For the UV-assisted CV
measurement, the MOS capacitors were first bias at accumulation (VG
= 2 V) for 10 s to fill the traps with electrons, and then the gate bias
wasswept from accumulation to deep depletion with 1 MHz AC
frequency. Then, the MOSCAP wasilluminated with a 254 nm UV
lampand biased at deep depletion (−6 V) for 7 min to fill the traps
with holes. Finally, the UV illumination wasturned off and the gate
bias wasswept from deep depletion to accumulation. The Dit
wasextracted using the saturated capacitance value under accumu-
lation bias condition as the oxide capacitance (Cox) for each of the
MacEtch-formed structure and this value wasused in the normal-
ization of Cox

2/C2 − 1. The flat band voltages werecalculated by
extrapolation of the linear region (around −4 to −1 V in Figure. 6a)
at Cox

2/C2 − 1 = 0. Since the Cox here wasextracted from the same
MacEtch-formed structure and has the identical device area, Dit can
still be extracted without knowing the actual device area.
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